
DAILY NEWS 
UPDATES

FEDERAL NEWS
• Prime minister Trudeau officially nominates former finance minister Morneau to be secretary general 

of the Paris based Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. The OECD’s 37 
member states have already begun the process of selecting a new secretary.

• Confusion and anxiety set in as Canadians dependent on the CERB program begins to wind down 
on Sunday and transition to an improved Employment Insurance is set to start. The Government is 
confident the transition will be smooth as qualified CERB recipients will be rolled into expanded EI.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• Montreal and Quebec City region is set to move from orange to red zone in the coming days, 

according to health minister Dubé. Prime minister Legault to hold a press conference Monday at 
5:30pm to lay out what the move means. Dubé reiterated a plea to cancel all plans for next 28 days.

• After a week-long generalized strike, home daycare workers reached a  tentative deal with Quebec’s 
families’ minister. Details of the agreement to be released Monday and its members are set to vote 
from October 2 to the 4. Results will be revealed October 5th.

USA NEWS
• After a four-week loss, stock futures jumped in early Monday trading. Futures on the Dow Jones 

Industrial Average pointed to opening with a gain of 300 points. S&P 500 futures and Nasdaq 100 
futures also trade in the positive. Technology shares continued their rebound in premarket.

• With retailers racing to make up lost sales between now and end of year, Amazon is among those 
betting high. Its Prime Days, which were set for July, are now taking place October 13 & 14.  
Prime Days is Amazon’s version of Christmas in July where sales routinely outpace Black Friday.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• European Union chair, Germany, proposes rule of law conditionality scheme for accessing the bloc’s 

funds, including the new 750 billion-euro COVID-19 economic recovery fund. The proposal is the 
basis of negotiations between the 27 member states, which agreed on such mechanism in July.

• Oil prices were steady on Monday but on track for their first monthly fall since April due to rising 
COVID-19 cases continuing to spur demand concerns. Brent Crude rose 12 cents or 0.3%, to $42.04 a 
barrel and West Texas Intermediate was at $40.36 a barrel, up 11 cents.
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